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SUBJECT:

Director of Enforcement,
Vames Lieberman, Acti
VIOLATCOS OF 20.207(a) 0 (b)

_

_

_

IE

eecicn I forn.,arded two cases at hospitals involving violations of
material in unrestricted areas where
20.207(a) or (b) i.e., stcrace of licensed surveillance
was not maintained." In
access was possible and/or where constant
both cases, the likelihccd oflUnauthorized removal of the material was small
and the threat to the .ealith and safety of the public was minimal and remote
since (1) the materia, was in an area of the hospital where access by unauthorized personnel was unikely,,2 the radiatic, levels, near the ma.erial was low,

Recentlv

(3) the half life of -os.- of the material was short, and (4) the material was
clearly labelled and not in an "attractive" forT, for theft. Because of the
above, both Region I and the IE Enforcement Staff agree that the appropriate
classification, for this ,'i
olation is a Severity Level IV.
In the Future for similar cases the following should be done:
1.

The transmittal letter should contain a paragraph similar t, t e followiho:
Item A described in the attached Notice of Violation, involving control of
licensed material, is classified as a Severity Level IV Violation.
As
indicated in Supplement, VI of the '.'C Enforcement Policy significant violations of this type are normally classified *as Severity Level 11 T
However,
a-ter careful cCrs'deration of the -achors ,nvo ved in this spec ins-ance,
we have exercised our Judgment under t.e NRC Z:,forcement .olicy and have
Similar vioiaztcns of :hi1
classified t his Vio"ation as Severity 'evel IV.
*type in the future may result 4n additional enforcement action.

2.

A telephone enforcement, crf-erenc,e
An enforcement ccrnerence should be held.
should be adecuate unless there are other significant violations.

A,

Regional Enforcement Directors
3.

-2-

The Notice of Violation can be issued without prior notification of IE
Enforcement,

but jim Lieberman should be included on the distribution.

This EGM supersedes EGM 81-08.
you have any questions concerning this matter please contact Ed Flack
492-4900 or me.
Tf

James
Lieberman, Acting Director
Sof Enforcement
ffice of Inspection and Enforcement
cc:

K. Cyr, ELD
E. Flack, IE
,. Henderson, IE
G. Barber, IE.
T. Brockett, IE
J. Craig, IE
R. Rosano, iE

